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Dear Mx. Rhoads, 

• 
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have just received your two letters dated.  ectober 31, describing 
themselves as "replies" to my letters of April 7, 1/ay 27, July 14, August 28 
and September 2, 1969. 

e-7 	 These letters are consistent in their automatic rejections of my 
requests for what 7 properly seek as they are in their ambiguity, whida 
address below. With regard to your rejections, 1 request that you forward 
all of these through proper channels as my appeal, as the law permits as a 
prelude to further recourse. Here I refer to all the proper requests you 
have refused, not just these itemized in the letters. 

With regard to the memorandum of transfer, you again, deliberately, 
17- evsde the point l made. I am not now asking for a copy of that particular 

document you chose to interpret as "not the property of the united States." 
I made specific reouest for tast copy  provided  you  under irective_bxthe 

Servise,  which is without any reasoneble doubt the property of the 
united States aid cannot be denied on this basis. here 1  note the selectilo 
interpretation by the government of which of its records are the property of 
the 6enne6y family. Ilhere it has suited federal purposes, these doeiments 
are freely available and published. were it is or may be embarrassing to tile 
government, it chores to pretend they are private property. If you refuse to 
give me a copy of the Secret Service copy of this memoreddum of transfer, which 
is in your custody and by executive order, among other things, should be 
available to me, I ask that you makF the denial specific, with uneuesive 
reference to this particular copy, an that,, as with all other rejections, you 
automatically forward the requisite information' as my appeal. For the benefit of 
those who may insider it, 	noto..that the transfer covers the improper end illegal 
transfer of property of the United States, for Weich it would seem the governmat 
requires its own-records that cannot-be private property. if thero is any low 
or.regulation permitting this kind of disposition of government property, I would 
also appreciate a copy of it. 
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I have in the post and i herewith renew my request for certain etaer 
specified information with regard-to the pictures and X-rays of the autopsy. I 

• find it impossible to understand how records required for any legal proceeding 
in which they were to be wed - and with e capital crime involved, cud proceedings 
certainly had to be anticipated - a chain of possession can be defined as you 
with utmost impropriety do, as tending "to encourage the morbid curiosity concern-
ing.. This applies no less to explanations of how film was ruined, how X-rays were 
burned,' hew they disappear entirely from the official accountings of•them, end 
other things of this sort. If you further really do believe that the letter agree- 

ment had the purpose and intention of preventing the public availability o-2 this 



material, you are telling me there wed o a)nspiracy between the government 
and tae Kennedy family or the representative of the estate. Perhaps you 
can speak in this matter for the government, astounding as this confession 
is, but mien you undertake to speak for the eeennedy temily or -r. -axseall 
in such a sense, e leek that youx inform him of thrs exchange also. 

I wish there were sane sensible connection I could see between your 
argument that I have a copy of the panel report therefore do not need whet I 
have asked you for. Although you were the respondent in the suit in vaich -
that most dubious document suddenly surfaced, -after 0 year of suppression, you 
apparently have either never read it or didn't understand it, for it proves the 
urgent need for precisely those things I seek, accounting as it does for m3ny 
things, incaddine the number of film and their condition, other than the 
previously-existing records do. Are you arguing that two contradictory official 
records of the film eliminetesthe need for those records establishing how many 
there were? 

Especially because you were the unsuccessful respondent in court 
when it Was held that what you chose to interpret as private propsrty is not 
is thiss entire eteitude innppropriate. Vhen you ade to this the gratuitous 
insult that trying to-learn which of the official falsification about so 
terrible en event as the murder of a President may be accurate or at least 

- less inaccurate is because I want to "encourage the morbid curiosity conceening 
the autopsy materials", you reach a pinnacle of personal abuse that should 
cause you the deepest shame. I have come to understand that the National 
Archives, under you, wiP resort to the- most unscholarly .deviVes in its endless 
efforts to-frustrate genuine research into this great tragedy, in its unscholarly 
conversion into en instrument of political policy from en impartial repository, 
this is an outrage I did not anticipate. t protest it most vehemently. eseicial 
dishonesty, not curiosity, morbid or otherwise, feuds suspicion. 

In y- ur second letter you report that '-the copy of the Guideboek for  
V Marines given to Bringuier by Lee Hervey Oswald was returned to Bringuier. " %eels 

is equivocal. Iou.do not say that no copies were mace before its return ene tae fact 
is that copies were made and used by the L;ommission. That you do not have or cannot 
find the particular page or pages L requested I can understand, but this you do 
not say. if it is the truth, this is an unseemly long delay of close to a year 
in telling me, for it is close to that long, if not longer, since I made tee 
initial reouest. i suggest that if you cannot find it, the agency of origin can 
fill in this gap in your archive. This should be there so it can be available to 

everyone, now and in the future, not just to me. 

It is true that you "corrected" my copy of "the list of numbered 
documents" - inaccurately and incompletely. The offer Via. made when e made 
specific reouest of 	JoensonforsUch lists, the existence of which was 

not disclosed to me in resionse to this reqUi-ia, then renewed for I cannot 
tell you what ttme:'llowever, 11110111Agglieta-tilat 1 rVilaated are in_leme 
rcustollye end have been supplied to others, from wnom ' have obtained copies. 
Nor is this tee first suce instance. I still await meaningful answer to my 
inquiries about how others came to pass. 

What I believe is another one just came to myeattention. the CO2- 

fr/respondence required, in itself on enormous burden to research and use of the 

files in.your charge, has froa the_bu4es of wnicb t campledln 	have com- 

plained become so large consulting it is in itself burdensome. I acknOeleege 

my memory can be in error. However, I believe it ie accurate. There were two 

memoranda withheld for reetfts bev6t made clear to me and not under the 



guidlines. They were by Arlen Specter and dealt with the autopsy. while 
they were beir7 denied me, they had already been made available to others. 
Theqappear on pages 113ff of the D,r.11 edition of "The Scavehgers". I hope 
youl wil not regard my request for an explanation (1:: this - including the 
continued withholding of these two documents' after the date on Lich 1  had 
been promised them, as something.* little more than "morbid curiosity", 

I use this occasion tc remind you of a number of proper requests 
for material that would seem to be im_nune to any withholLing,te which i have 
had no response. 1 y reading of the "Freedom of Information Act" leads me 
to btlieve delay in).tself is illegal. Some of th4 responses in your two 
letters of reference are, by their accounting, about six months old end I tell 
you they are older. For whatever good it may do, I renew my protests oysr the 
deliberate deleys that can be designea only to frustrate my work, wake it 
more difficult or 1;revent it and are, as I see it, not consistent with either 
scholarly attitudes or the requirement of the cited law, if not public service 
by public servants. 

Sincerely, 

((7  ,(7'  

V Earold 'Jeisberg 


